
TO EACH ITS OWN – IF IT IS TRUE THAT REGIONS WANT TO IMPOSE THEMSELVES OVER PUBLIC 

GAMBLING, MUNICIPALITIES (OFTEN, BUT NOT ALWAYS) WANT TO DO THE SAME. THEREFORE, 

THEY ARE ALL RUSHING TO ENACT REGULATIONS AFFECTING OPENING HOURS. HOW IS IT 

POSSIBLE THAT “DEPENDING ON THE MAYOR YOU FIND DIFFERENT DISEASES AND DIFFERENT 

CURES”? – GIOCONEWS JANUARY 2015 

  

The fight against municipal ordinances on time restrictions. Is it possible that 

"Depending on the Mayor you find different diseases and different cures? " 

 

In the past weeks, it seems that a race between different towns in this country has started. Such 

race concerns the establishment of a proper number of opening hours for gaming rooms and 

gambling equipment, as if it were a competition between those who are able to identify the 

evils that must be confronted and what is the weaker sector of the population ought to 

be protected, and who cannot. 

For this reason, I analyzed the existing initiatives in the cities of Salerno, Rivoli, Genoa (the mot 

updated), Milan, Padua, Reggio Calabria. The results are the following.    

 
City Municipal 

provision 
(ordinance/ 
regulation) 

 

Opening hours Protected interest Subjects in need of 
protection 

 

Salerno 42421 of 
03/03/2011 
and 56393 
of 
24/03/2011 

Public gaming room:  
During school time  
Monday / Saturday 13:00 / 3:00  
Sunday and holidays  
10.00 am / 3.00  
 
Non-school time   
Monday / Sunday 10.00 / 3.00 

  
Betting halls: 
During school time 
Monday / Friday 11.00 / 21.00  
Saturday / Sunday and public holidays 
10.00 / 21.00 

 
Non-school time  
Monday / Friday 11.00 / 24.00  
Saturday / Sunday and public holidays 
10.00 / 24.00 

  
Other public exercises: 
School time 13.00 / 22.00 

Public holidays 9.00 / 24.00 

Traffic and road 
traffic 

Every citizen 

Rivoli 263 of 
23/05/2012 

10.00 / 2.00 gaming room opening 
hours and 12.00 / 23.00 gambling 
equipment powering 

Public health Weaker members of 
society / psychologically 
vulnerable and 
immature gamers/ drug 
abuser / unemployed / 
alcoholics / most 



unprivileged members 
of society  

Genoa 21/2013 of 
30/4/2013 

9.00 / 13.00 gaming rooms opening 
hours and gambling equipment 
powering  

Urban security, 
road traffic, sound 
pollution, public 
quiet, social 
consequences on 
weaker members 
of society, 
pathological game 
prevention, social, 
economic, human 
and moral costs 

Every citizen, weaker 
members of society 
(minors, families) 

Milan 63 of 
23/10/2014 

9.00 / 12.00 and 18.00 / 23:00 every 
public holiday including gaming room 
opening and gambling equipment 
powering 

Pathological 
gambling / 
disorderly 
conduct/ public 
health 

Youth and 
psychologically 
vulnerable subjects 

Pavia 57459 of 
23/10/2014 

10.00 / 13:00 and 18:00 / 23:00 every 
public holiday including gaming room 
opening and gambling equipment 
powering  

Pathological 
gambling / 
disorderly 
conduct/ public 
health 

Young people / families 

Padua 46 of 
04/11/2014 

10 .00 / 13 .00 and 17 .00 / 22 .00 
every public holiday including gaming 
room opening and gambling 
equipment powering 

Pathological 
gambling / public 
health 

European citizens / 
minors / families / 
psychologically fragile 
subjects 

Reggio Calabria 53 of 
12/09/2014 

9 .00 / 24 .00 gaming room opening 
hours and 10.00 / 22 .00 gambling 
equipment powering  

Pathological 
gambling / public 
health 

Youth / weaker 
members of society / 
families 

  

Every town claims to have its own evils, its vulnerable subjects and has identified its own 

specific cure. Essentially there is no consistency between the problem and its purposed cure. Are 

we sure that things are as presented by municipalities? Are we sure that each and every area has 

so many different problems and solutions? But above all, are these actually effective solutions? 

We think not, and we are trying to raise awareness about it in the relevant courts.  

Time after time we have highlighted how certain provisions can crucially jeopardize both specific 

interest of legal gambling operators, and general interests of a higher order such as safety, public 

order and need of tax revenue. 

 

The time restrictions, which sometimes are so devastating to the point of more than halving the 

number of daily opening hours, have such a negative impact on operator’s revenue that they 

imposed an unbearable burden, so much so that it can highly undermine their own existence. 

Indeed, the reduction of functioning hours corresponds to a high reduction of revenues, while at 

the same this cannot be said about costs – which are almost all fixed – resulting in such a 

permanent and structural loss to the point of compromising, downsizing occupation and perhaps 

the closure of the business.    



Obviously, a measure that determines the closure of legal economic activity in favor of other 

interests deemed to be more legitimate, cannot be defined as a one that properly balanced 

different interests.  

 

And this is especially true when the ordinance (such as that of Formia, which was annulled by 

Latina’s TAR) does not offer any detailed evidence of the problem that one wants to solve 

(pathological gambling or something else, which in reality is far less compared to what feared), 

nor of the effectiveness of the purposed measure (time reduction is neither a cure nor 

appropriate for reducing temptation of weaker subject). Because of these shortcomings the 

principle of balance between interests (one on which judges often rely on) should be evaluated 

more carefully by taking into account the burden imposed on the citizens, in this case time 

restrictions. In other words, before killing a business sector, try at least to be sure in advance that 

it is done for a reason that actually exists and that is known, and because such tool is an 

irreplaceable and effective one in order to completely solve the issue.  

 

What emerges from the appeals is that, the ordinances affect the powering of gambling devices 

rather than the shop itself. This is not supported by any form of precedent, on the contrary is 

against national law, as well as with concession obligations dictated by the Customs and 

Monopoly Agency, given that the switching-off of the devices would negatively affect the 

monitoring process and the required standards of services as set by the concession contract, 

which would lead to penalties.   

 

Not to mention that in almost all of the instances, even if Article 50, comma 7 of Tuel were to 

apply, municipalities still do not abide by what established by Municipal Councils.  

 

Moreover, we continue to point out that such time restricting measures are unfit for achieving 

the targeted aim, namely to tackle the spread of various phenomenon connected to the use of 

gaming devices. Even in court we have often tried to help people reflect by posing a simple 

question:  who can ensure the reduction of opening hours for pastries reduces the number of 

people affected by diabetes? Who can ensure that by closing all of the legal shops illegal ones 

will not open and sell dubiously produced goods that could seriously harm people?   

 

On several occasions, we have emphasized that municipalities lack of an assessment of the 

effectiveness of their measures, nor do they assess whether time reduction regulations are the 

only viable action or if they are in itself suitable for accomplishing the purpose, as well as the 



attempts to quantify said phenomenon are entirely based on hypothesis, some of which have 

been debunked by the local ASL.  

Not to mention that time restricting provisions are not backed by any national or, in certain cases, 

regional law.   

 

The Balduzzi Decree clearly entrusted to the State the power to legislate in the field of gaming 

equipment, instead gives local governments the opportunity to participate through the Joint 

Conference mechanism, and therefore not through the allocation of legislative / regulatory 

autonomous, independent and uneven competences.  

 

In addition, the Fiscal Enabling Act (approved by Law n. 23 of 11.03.2014) calls for the 

reorganization of the existing provisions on public games in one unified code to "introduce and 

ensure the application of transparent and uniform rules throughout the country in the field of 

gambling licenses, of authorization and monitoring, ensuring mandatory forms of participation 

of local authorities at the authorization and planning process, taking into account distance ranges 

from sensitive locations that are valid throughout the country, of the allocation of gaming rooms 

and shops in which sports bets are the core business activity, as well as gaming equipment 

installation.” Again "binding forms of participation of the relevant municipality" and thus not 

including autonomous deliberative powers. 

 

Not to mention that the proposed reform of Article 117 of Title V Part II of the Constitution under 

approval (Art. 24 et seq. of bill n. 1429 - approved by the Senate on August 8, 2014), gives the 

State exclusive legislation on general rules for the protection of health, and the possibility of the 

State to "intervene in matters or functions not covered by exclusive legislative competence when 

required for the protection of the legal or economic unity of the Republic or  if necessary for the 

implementation of programs or economic-social reforms of national interest. " 

 

Finally, we have often emphasized that the issues we are dealing with are not important only for 

individual operators or for the business sector, but for the entire community. The general 

interests are: (i) curb organized crime that is always ready to offer illegal gambling in those areas 

affected by restrictions; (ii) contain distorting effects that affect vulnerable subjects that may 

have access to illegal gambling, therefore without rules, hence by definition more dangerous and 

harmful; (iii) curb the loss of tax revenue from the loss of revenue; (iv) contain the downsizing of 

employment levels of the entire sector hit by the ordinance.  

Is it possible that we cannot put an end to the problem? Sometimes one wonders: if even a small 

fraction of the PREU was destined to those areas in which it accrues (for instance, something 



similar to what happens for IMU property tax) would legal gambling still have all of these 

enemies?  

 
Geronimo Cardia  


